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THE CURRENT 

Cathedral Celebrates 100 Years at Gala 
By Anthony Santagata 

 
Our school is celebrating its one-hundredth anniversary this year and had a big event celebrating 

100 years of Cathedral.  The centennial gala took place on October 4 at Gargiulo’s Restaurant in Coney 
Island, Brooklyn, New York.  Over 500 people attended the gala including three bishops, many 
Cathedral alumni, the present faculty along with some former faculty, and many others.  It was 
definitely a successful event for Cathedral, and I don’t think anyone who was at the gala would disagree 
with that statement.   

The gala was started with grace, said by Father Kuroly.  Then a short video presentation 
displayed what Cathedral is all about. Bishop DiMarzio then proceeded to thank everyone for coming to 
the gala and for supporting Cathedral.  Throughout the night, there was live music that was very 
enjoyable, and Gargiulo’s did not disappoint; the food was delicious from the cocktail hour to the main 
course, and of course the dessert, too.  After the main course was served, Father Chris Bethge, ’07, and 
Steve Somers, ’78, spoke passionately about how Cathedral affected their lives spiritually and 
academically.  After this, Father Fonti spoke about Cathedral’s tradition, history, and ongoing 
mission.  He awarded former and present rectors and faculty with the Immaculata Award for their 
service to Cathedral.  Next, Mr. Diaz and Father Fonti presented a special floral arrangement to 
administrative assistant Fran Heaslip, who is retiring after 31 years of working at Cathedral.  The gala 
concluded with the singing of our school song, the “Salve Regina.”   

Cathedral was celebrated for its greatness in faith and academics, and money was raised to keep 
Cathedral as a strong school that will continue to form men for greatness.  The overall effect of this was 
that the greatness of the school was showcased, and people that came to the dinner easily recognized 
what Cathedral has done for them.  
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Destiny: The Taken King 
 Year 2 Starts off with a Bang 

 
By Manuel Pamposa 

 
Destiny, a game that came out with polarizing reviews, began as a disappointment after raving 

reviews at E3.  
Premise: While the original story barely had any exposition it can be seen via grimoire cards 

which have an interesting lore, but was never seen in game. The Taken King has a clear and 
straightforward plot filled with great voice acting by Nathan Fillion who plays as exo-hunter Cayde-6. 
The plot of The Taken King is about the guardian’s battle against the hive king, Oryx. It’s pretty 
straightforward with the story, cutscenes, and voice acting by the ghost played Nolan North. 

Gameplay: The gameplay is pretty much the same, but there is a twist with the missions. The loot 
system is more intelligent now, and gives weapons that match the ones you had in terms of quality. Your 
level doesn’t matter anymore, with the armor leveling system gone, and is replaced with a light level 
system that shows how much damage you can do. This is a major improvement since it gives a player a 
sense of power and makes them feel that they are evolving and building up. The story from Year 1 has 
been given a revision and the story has been separated into numerous quests while, other quests that 
involve the story and are more rewarding than ever. Another feature are the factions, no longer can you 
just buy a future, war, cult, themed item, you can pledge to the factions and will be given some donations. 
Also, arms-day makes the gunsmith more relevant. By testing various guns from him, you will gain 
reputation and once you’ve completed testing that weapon, you will reputation and also order a free 
legendary weapon from him and it’ll arrive on Wednesday. The main stars of this are the strikes, and each 
strike requires team work at times, almost like a raid. Crucible game modes life rift offer a deal of 
teamwork while mayhem is an out of control and chaotic match. 

Design: The Taken King and most bungie works always had that fantasy mixed with sci-fi 
feel to it and showed through the designs of the levels.  

The Big One: The dreadnought is large, filled with corridors, tight spaces, taken ambushes, public 
events, etc, etc. All I got to say is that is cool, okay? 

Story: The story is straightforward and filled with great voice acting. Here’s how it goes: Oryx 
The Taken King and leader of the hive has come to earth and has brought with him an army of mind 
controlled races of various aliens of destiny who are enhanced with powers to take down this beast once 
and for all. Nolan North gives emotions to the character and gives that feeling of empathy and care for the 
player, while Nathan Fillion provides humorous aspects. The vanguard’s personalities shine also and are 
no longer just talking mannequins for the player. They have intentions and they have disagreements. 
Alongside the characters is the tragic Eris Morn, played by Morla Gorrondona who went from 
overdramatic to sympathetic, and showing layers of her personality. Though the story is short, there are 
still missions to do after this. 

Cons: Though the game improved a lot, it does get tiring and grinding can get annoying. Maps are 
sometimes redesigned and quests are pretty much reskinned bounties at times. Another factor is that some 
weapons feel like a reskin of others except improved.  

Verdict: This is what Destiny should have been at launch. Period. 
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Democratic Debate Opinions 
 

On October 13, the Democratic Party held their first debate. It included five candidates: Lincoln 
Chaffee, Hillary Clinton, Martin O’Malley, Bernie Sanders, and Jim Webb. We are going to evaluate how 
each of the candidates did in the debate. Note: Lincoln Chaffee and Jim Webb have dropped out since the 
debate.—ed. 
 
Bernie Sanders- Bernie Sanders’ debut on the debate stage has been highly anticipated over the past few 
weeks. Debate night has come and gone and it seems as though Sanders has become more popular over the 
past few months, but his progress may start to slow down. Overall, Sanders looked comfortable on the 
debate stage, as if he has been debating for his entire life. Unfortunately for Sanders, after fact-checking 
what he said, he over-exaggerated many things. Sanders referred to stats about unemployment, making any 
stats that were bad sound much worse. One of the highlights of the night was when he said that people 
don’t want to hear anymore about Hillary Clinton’s e-mails. For some, this may be considered as a moment 
of courage, while for others, this may seem as a missed opportunity to strike at the frontrunner. Whatever 
the case is, Sanders will likely hold steady in the polls, not losing or gaining ground to the frontrunner, 
Hillary Clinton. By Aidan Birth 
 
Jim Webb- On the Democratic side, Webb is a virtual unknown as he has been tracking toward the bottom 
of the polls. During the debate, he did not stand out as he did not have as much time to get his points 
across, and in the time he did have, he either complained about not having enough time or didn’t say 
anything outstanding. It is obvious why he is at the bottom and is likely to stay at the bottom. By Aidan 
Birth 
 
Lincoln Chafee-Lincoln Chafee, though a relative 
unknown in the Democratic field, has a lot of 
previous political experience. He has been a 
governor, senator, and mayor. Unfortunately for him, 
voters don’t just vote on experience. Before the 
debate, he was toward the bottom of the polls. Of all 
the candidates, Chafee had the least amount of 
speaking time, speaking six minutes fewer than Jim 
Webb, but a whole 21 minutes fewer than Hillary 
Clinton, the candidate with the most speaking time. 
With the time that Chafee had, he came across as weak and shy, struggling with many of his answers. By 
Aidan Birth 
 
Hillary Clinton- The biggest question going into the Democratic debate was: Would Hillary Clinton be 
able to deliver a much needed boost of momentum to her campaign? The answer is yes as Clinton had a 
very strong performance at the debate. Her ideas on Democratic issues, such as gun control, immigration 
reform, paid family leave, and higher taxes for the wealthy, earned her applause from the audience. Clinton 
successfully combated attacks on her character, especially when fellow candidate Chaffee claimed she was 
untrustworthy and when asked if she had anything to say to Chaffee, her response was a simple “No,” 
which gave her one of the loudest applauses of the night. She also successfully handled the email 
controversy, with a little help from fellow candidate Bernie Sanders who said that Americans were tired of 
hearing about her emails. Whether you disagree or agree, she portrayed herself as someone who fights for 
women and the middle class, a theme she repeated again and again. She walked away from the debate with 
the win and added momentum, but now the question is will she turn this momentum into a win for the 
nomination? By Nicholas Telesco 
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Martin O’Malley- O’Malley’s biggest problem going into the debate was that he was relatively unknown. 
O’Malley began the debate a little nervous and stiff, but quickly found his footing. He was passionate and 
energized about gun control and environmental reform, and repeated his plan to make the electric grid 100% 
eco friendly by 2050. His ideas drew decent applause from the audience. His biggest moment of the night 
was when he claimed his biggest political enemy to be the National Rifle Association (NRA), earning him 
standing ovations. While O’Malley did solid in his performance, it was not enough to outshine either 
Clinton or Sanders. By Nicholas Telesco 
 
 

 

Chillin’ With Da’ Santos  
 

By Matthew Panico 
 
1- How are you a gentleman and a scholar?  
Santos: I am a man of science and a man of God. You know what they say: “In Santos we trust!” 
 
2- Who’s your favorite student?  
Santos: I don’t have a favorite.  I treat you all equally, because I expect more from you.  
Matt: What about Timo Sullivan?  
Santos: Where is the Timotae? 
 
3- What is the favorite pet you ever had?  
Santos: Pussycat. 
Matt: Why do you like Pussycats?  
Santos: Because they purr, say meow, they’re soft, very fluffy, and cuddly.   
 
4-What childhood experience led you to become the man you are today?  
Santos: Next question! 
Matt: Have you ever done something bad as a kid? Such as steal anything?  
Santos: No! The Santos doesn’t steal. I just take things without asking. 
 
5- What is the worst experience you ever had at Cathedral?  
Santos: The Christmas tree story. Let’s leave it at that.   
 

Santistory 
By Manuel Pamposa 

 
Hello, I am Manuel Pamposa of the junior B-cla-I mean, Regents class. As you may not know, I am 

very knowledgeable of history and other facts. But I am about to blow your mind and open your eyes to a 
different view of history: Santistory! A history of everyone’s favorite chemistry and biology teacher, Mr. 
Santos!  

Fact #1: Did you know that Mr. Santos fought with Poncho Villa? He was Poncho’s right hand man 
and his name was “El Gato” (The cat, in Spanish) for his quick and cunning wit, and definitely not for 
screaming at enemy soldiers and running away. 

Fact #2: Mr. Santos was at the signing of the Declaration of Independence. He left early because he 
was too warm and they wouldn’t let him open the window. 

Fact #3: The Russo-Japanese War was a lie, Mr. Russo fought the Japanese and won, but not 
without the help of Mr. Santos, so it should be the Santos-Japanese and Russo War.  
 
 
 

Santos: The Christmas tree story. Let’s leave it at that.   
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Thumbs Down 
  

By Paulo Salazar 
 

 Haven’t you ever “disliked” someone’s post so much that you just want to smash your phone against 
your head? Perhaps you are just becoming irritated about annoying posts claiming people are spending their 
Sundays doing laundry or homework. And you’re staring at your screen thinking, “Who cares! I do this all 
the time!” Well, Facebook has found a way for you to stop slamming your phone against your forehead. 
Introducing the dislike button! 
 Some years into Facebook’s “birth,” many people had been asking for a dislike button. As everyone 
knows, not all status updates are about doing laundry on a Sunday or doing homework. Many updates in 
particular can be about a family death or a crisis. Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg feels that not all “likes” 
in a comment have the ability to express the true emotion, which you are feeling; such as a family death: a 
“like” obviously wouldn’t fit that status. Zuckerberg says, “It’s important to give people more options than 
just “like” to help express empathy and sympathy. Not every moment is a good moment.” Facebook is close 
to releasing it but has not disclosed a current date. Well now you won’t need a new phone so this “dislike 
button” is very financially secure. 
 
 

 
New Clubs at Cathedral 

By Alexander Matuszewksi 
 

Along with the new school year came two new clubs to Cathedral. Brought by popular demand were 
the Movie Club, run by Mr. Reyes, and the Music Club, run by Fr. Rodriguez. In the Movie Club, members 
are allowed to bring a list of quotable movies in the hopes of persuading Mr. Reyes to show one. In the 
Music Club, members listen to music from all around the world, most recently Brazilian music and 
Brazilian inspired music. These clubs join the already established clubs like the Gaming Club, run by Mr. 
Reyes, as well as Mr. Russo’s Air and Space Association. Rumor has it that there are a handful of seniors 
that want to start a knitting club. Wonder who will moderate it…Fr. Kuroly? 
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LOVE GURU 
This year’s Love Guru was selected by our first Love Guru, 

Tomasz Portela. Blame him.–ed.  
 
Should I make the move and ask her out first? 
 
Well you can ask her out as long as you remember the 
following: 
 
1). Shave your beards especially if it’s the Fr.  
     Rodriguez beard that looks dirty 
2). Wear your God of Thunder button 
3). Bring your masters and your license just in case 

 
The opinions and views of the Love Guru do not reflect the views 

of The Current—ed. 

Brancale’s World By David Brancale 


